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Abstract

The retail and wholesale distribution sectors, in terms of their growth and

adoption of electronic commerce, are highly correlated with, but lag

slightly behind, manufacturing. The economic changes on which much
current activity in manufacturing is based have affected electronic

commerce and other information services activities as well.

In 1993, electronic information services revenues from the distribution

sector were $672 million and are expected to grow to $2 bilhon by 1998

with a 24% CAGR. The network application portion of network services

accoimted for $423 million in 1993 £ind is expected to grow about 28%, to

$710 million by 1998. Combined, information services revenues in both

distribution sectors (wholesale and retail) were $5.4 billion in 1998 and

are projected to grow to $10.4 bilhon in 1998 at a 14% compound annual

growth rate (CAGR). Both will account for slightly over half of this and

wholesale will grow shghtly slower than retail.

The electronic commerce portion of overall information services revenues

is relatively small—the entire amount across all sectors is slightly under

$1 bilhon. But as is reflected in these growth rates, companies involved in

wholesale and retail distribution need the products and services offered

by vendors of information services, and in particular, electronic commerce.

The overall electronic commerce market is expected to grow to $6 billion

by 1998 as these products become an integral part of the business process

re-engineering taking place in this country.

In this report. Electronic Commerce in Retail and Wholesale Distribution,

INPUT describes the distribution trading community, major issues and

trends, and describes the current need for electronic commerce products

and services.

Business processes are defined that lend themselves to these types of

solutions. Market sizes, vendor community, and keys to success in

penetrating this market are also discussed.

This report contains 62 pages, including 17 exhibits.
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Introduction

A
Purpose

The purpose of this report is to describe the retail and wholesale

distribution markets in terms of their current use of electronic commerce

software and services. The report includes a broad description of the

organization and use of information systems in the distribution sector,

major trends in the use of information systems, key apphcations, the

marketplace in terms of revenues generated, and the competitive

environment. Conclusions are presented regarding the utility of

electronic commerce products in the retail and wholesale business sector

today, and recommendations are offered for user implementation

decision-making as well as vendor strategic planning.

B
^ ^ __=_^__

Definitions

1. Retail Distribution

The retail distribution sector, as defined by INPUT, includes:

• Merchandise establishments that have dominated the retail business,

particularly in their innovative uses of information services to expand

sales. Continued growth and change in their operations create

mounting needs for advancement in the use of information systems.

Food stores that have been changing in business and information

services. One of the current business moves affecting the use of

information systems is the incorporation of a food store unit in the

super-stores built by large retailers.

Food and beverage establishments that have been upgrading their

information systems to improve the accuracy of customer bills and to

gather more current information on the use of supplies.

EED5 ©1994 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. 1-1
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Automotive dealers, stores, and gas stations where turnkey systems

and software products are popular. Automotive dealers' sales

activities take place by using new card technology, EDI transactions

and marketing databases to locate possible purchasers of more

expensive cars.

2. Wholesale Distribution

Wholesale distribution is a service industry to manufacturers and

assemblers of finished goods. The primary function of wholesale

distributors is to sell and deliver merchandise to retailers or other

companies. This would include any business or institution that sells or

consumes goods, including other distributors.

Distributors take title to the goods and warehouse them until the sale

takes place. Some transactions (drop shipments) are ordered after the

sale is complete and are shipped directly fi*om the vendor's warehouse.

Given their position as middleman between a supplier and the

marketplace, distributors place a high value on their vendor and

customer relations. They approach each in a different manner and

regard these relationships as the strength of their companies.

Maintaining these relationships often erodes the profit margin, thereby

demanding that distributors operate in a highly efficient manner.

Successful distributors are among the most efficient of all businesses.

There is a growing trend, especially among newer companies, to sell

directly to the consumer, apparently without objection fi:om the

wholesaler or retailer. This trend is most evident in manufacturers of PC
hardware and software products. Historically, manufacturers have gone

to great lengths to protect a distributor's marketplace. However, the

current state of the economy and the advancement of information

technologies has made this a very tempting opportunity to increase

profits for manufacturers at the distributor's expense.

As for retail sales, there has been an upturn since the last quarter of

1992, which made heavy use of new information technology. Giant or

power retailers and their pressures on suppliers, changes in the use of

warehouse facilities that are driven by power retailers' needs, increasing

use of electronic commerce by power retailers, grocery stores,

automotive dealers and others are all key factors in this market today.

Competitive factors that can influence the use of information services in

the retail distribution are also important.

©1994 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. EED5
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c
SIC Classifications

In this analysis, the use of information services in the retail and

wholesale distribution markets are defined according to government SIC

classifications, as follows in Exhibit I-l.

Exhibit 1-1

Retail and Wholesale Distribution Industry SIC Codes

industry Sector

Retail 52xx

: :::;^\^v.v.-.v.-.-.-.-.v.-.-.v.-.-..-.-.-.-..-.-. — :"

Description

Building materials

Distribution 53xx General merchandise stores

54xx Food stores

55xx Automotive dealers, gas stations

56xx Apparel and accessory stores

57xx Home furniture, furnishings and

accessory stores

58xx Eating and drinking places

59xx Miscellaneous retail

Wholesale Distribution 50xx Wholesale trade—durable goods

51xx Wholesale trade—nondurable goods

p
Methodology

Much of the data on which this report is based were gathered as part of

INPUT'S ongoing market analysis program. Trends, market sizes, and

growth rates are based upon INPUT research and in-depth interviews

with users in the distribution industry and its information services

vendors. INPUT maintains ongoing relationships with, and a database of,

all users and vendors interviewed. Interviewees for the research portion

of this report were selected from this database of contacts.

In addition, extensive use was made of INPUT'S corporate library located

in Mountain View, California. The resources in this library include on-

line periodical databases, subscriptions to a broad range of computer and

general business periodicals, continually updated files on over 3,000

EED5 ©1994 by INPUT. Reoroducfion Prohibited. 1-3
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information services vendors, and the most up-to-date U.S. Department

of Commerce publications on industry statistics.

It must be noted that vendors may be unwilhng to provide detailed

revenue information by dehvery mode or industry. Also, vendors often

use different categories of industries and industry segments, or view

their services as falling into different delivery modes from those used by

INPUT. Thus, INPUT must estimate revenue for these categories on a

best-effort basis. For this reason, the delivery mode and individual

segment forecasts should be viewed as indicators of general patterns and

trends rather than specific detailed estimates for individual years.

(g>1994 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. EED5
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Overview

A
Distribution Industry Overview

In terms of annual revenues generated and impact on the U.S. and world

economies, the distribution sector is midrange, along with education,

health, insurance and business services. For that reason, it is one

industry sector to which most EDI vendors sell their services and

software, serving the infrastructure that supports mainline sectors such

as manufacturing and banking.

INPUTS view of the industry places EDI software and services within

network services products/services. Network services are a variety of

telecommunications-based functions and operations. Network services

expenditures have accounted for approximately 8% of total U.S.

information services markets as measured by INPUT. This sector's

revenues were $11.9 bilhon in 1993 and are expected to grow 17% to

$26.5 billion by 1998.

Network services are further subdivided into network applications and

electronic information services. Network applications include VAN
services, EDI and electronic information interchange.

VAN services are enhanced transport services that involve adding such

functions as automatic error detection and correction, protocol

conversion and store-and-forward message switching to the provision of

basic network circuits. VANs were originally provided only by specialized

VAN carriers; today these services are also offered by traditional common
carriers. Meanwhile, the VAN carriers have also branched into

traditional common carrier markets and are offering unenhanced basic

network circuits as well.

EDI is the application-to-application electronic exchange of business data

between trade partners or facilitators using a telecommunications

network. Electronic information interchange is the transmission of

EED5 ©1994 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. IM
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messages across an electronic network managed by a services vendor,

including electronic mail and access to Telex and other messaging

services. This also includes bulletin board services.

B
Distribution Information Services Market

1. Total Market Size

Information services revenues in both distribution sectors were $5.4

bilhon in 1993 and are projected to grow to $10.4 biUion in 1998 at a 14%
compound annual growth rate (CAGR). Both will account for shghtly

over half of this and wholesale will grow slightly slower than retail (see

Exhibit II- 1).

Exhibit 11-1

Information Services In Distribution—Wholesale and Retail

2. Network Services Submarket

The information services market as defined by INPUT consists of fifteen

industry sectors and eight product/service segments, with network

services (one of the eight markets) within distribution as the focus of this

report.
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In 1993, electronic information services revenues in distribution were

$672 million and are expected to grow to $2 billion by 1998 at a 24%
CAGR (see Exhibit II-2).

Information Services In Distribution

Electronic Information Services

2.0

CAGR 24%

The network application portion of network services accounted for $423

million in 1993 and is expected to grow about 28%, to approximately $710

million by 1998 (see Exhibit II-3).

©1994. by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. 11-3
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Exhibit 11-3

Information Services In Distribution—Network Applications

In other words, the software, data communications and support services

we call electronic commerce (EC), plus the contents of commercial

electronic databases—a market worth about $12 billion in 1993—^is

expected to grow to almost $27 billion by 1998. Distribution accounts for

about 5% of that market.

c
Electronic Commerce Opportunities in Distributbn

1. General Need for Information Services

Naturally, there is a strong correlation between changes taking place in

the manufacturing industry sector and distribution. Recent economic

changes continue to create an environment in which corporations bend

and reshape their organizations in ways to cut costs and stimulate new
growth. They continue to stretch into new markets and new
geographies; to upgrade information systems and consider cutting-edge

products in hope of finding new sources of revenues.

11-4 ©1994 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. EED5
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2. User Requirements and Analysis

The business infrastructure continues to change as companies re-

engineer their organizations in an attempt to achieve high levels of

customer service and product quaUty. The result is distributed decision

making with requisite information migrating to the "point of decision."

Today, client/server architectures underlying sophisticated information

systems are the solution of choice.

Whether the need for information to move quickly and efficiently in a

variety of modes is driving today's IS market, or whether the availability

of better and more varied client/server products is driving the market, all

products under the growing umbrella term "electronic commerce" are

being used.

3. Manufacturing and Distribution

Information services within manufacturing and distribution continue to

evolve. They have gone beyond automation of manual functions and the

use of computers in aggregating data. Minicomputers and PCs have

entered the manufacturing environment, offering training in automation

to personnel and contributing to the building of islands of automation and

information.

New applications have expanded, and functionality has been refined to

speak more exactly to user needs. Current technologies allow complete

integration of data, and the desire to achieve less complex hierarchical

management structures.

Open, integrated, comprehensive manufacturing systems will occur soon.

They will use object-oriented programming concepts and will be database-

independent, platform-independent and vendor-independent.

Manufacturing firms will be able to choose the best parts of various

products and incorporate them into support of daily operations.

4. Electronic Commerce Functionality

EDI and other electronic commerce functionality will be contained in a

variety of forms, based on various platforms in the operating system, in

the front end, and so on. These functions will make the everyday

processes of business work: order entry/tracking, general ledger,

accounts payable and receivable, billing and invoicing, electronic

information distribution, operating system upgrade conversion, payroll,

cargo and package tracking, and others.

The layered view of these business process applications and

communication architectures (e.g., EDI software residing on top of the

client/server architecture connecting a large number of trading partners)

EED5 ©1994 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. 11-5
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is consistent with the open system model as it is defined by the CCITT.

This model is used in the creation of information communication

networks and the information superhighway and all of the models used

in structuring software residing at various levels.

5. Keys to Success in Penetrating Electronic Commerce Markets

Vendors interested in penetrating the distribution market will

differentiate themselves on technological as well as customer service

grounds. The electronic commerce market, particularly EDI, is well

established and a set of vendors exists that has provided these services

for up to 25 years.

They have worked out the complexities of offering EDI and the depth of

knowledge they have obtained is evident. They have developed extensive

customer education and service, especially in the area of "bringing up"

trading partners and integrating the EDI message stream into the

business process apphcation at the receiving end.

New vendors need to reach the same level of product offering as these

established vendors or find new ways to provide the same functionality.

Partnering is an extremely wise avenue to take for the larger company
(e.g., computer manufacturer or telecom company) that wishes to enter

the EC market successfully.

A number of firms, from software vendors to computer companies to

telecom providers, are seeking just these sorts of partnerships or

entering the market with their own EC products. Integrated EDI and E-

mail, especially versions residing on the client/server, are going to

succeed in the short term.

6. Future Distribution

Changes in the EDI market could effect future distribution of EDI to the

market:

• From software vendors (TSI, ATI, Delrina Forms, General Magic

Telescript, Novell Univell, Microsoft NT) to resellers at large or small

companies (e.g., Wal-Mart, J.C. Penney, Levi Strauss).

Distribution may also evolve fi^om systems integrators (EDS, TI,

Informix, Access Systems Software) to large companies and small

companies. Future distribution will continue to involve industry-

specific service providers to large and small companies and from

software vendors to large companies that then distribute to small

companies via their traditional hub-and spoke-routes.

©1994 by INPUT. Ftepfoductkxi Prohibited. EED5
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Finally, distribution ofEDI may take the form of mass-market PC
applications and users who own their own systems, to small

companies for horizontal applications solutions.

Exhibit 11-4

Change in Distribution of EDI

• Software vendors to large and small resellers

• Systems integrators to large and small companies

• Mass market PC applications to small companies with horizontal solutions

Opportunities, therefore, exist in all groups:

• Traditional EDI vendors—^to expand the number of users of their

services and products as EDI becomes more generally understood; to

upgrade their technologies, begin putting the technical complications

into the background or make their products more user friendly.

• New entrants—to develop new ways to provide EDI functionality that

will be consistent with today's interest in client/server architectures

and open systems; Internet and its dramatic expansion of networking

to "the masses"; creative ways to do traditional EDI in a more user-

friendly environment and to meet traditional vendors head on.

• Telecom EDI providers—to improve quality, consistency, reliability

and service in products and services that have well-established

customer bases, are supported by deep-pocket telecom companies,

and are requested by customers as strategic to their re-engineering

processes. These have the greatest potential to derive great benefits

from the current positive market for EDI.
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The Corporate Environment:
Electronic Commerce and
Distribution

A
Distribution and Electronic Commerce

1. A Changing World, A New Corporate Environment

The economic chmate in recent years has fluctuated from one painful to

upper-level management to one of cautious hope. Since the downturn,

large companies have begun to look for ways to cut costs. They have

done this through a variety of methods; but for many, reorganization of

their business practices has been in order. These events have resulted in

a trend toward downsizing or changing corporate approaches to

processing, storing and moving information. Integral to this trend is the

need to cut costs, yet downsizing can be an activity requiring substantial

investment. Therefore, decisions to scale down an organization by

reorganizing its information flow, its communication architectures, and

other aspects have become critical strategic decisions—and often costly

ones requiring detailed cost/benefit analysis.

The choice to invest in downsizing and restructuring (from a technical

perspective, re-engineering communications networks and information

systems) has become a positive one as the economic picture begins to

improve as it has in recent months. Companies making the decision to

make such investments, though implementation is not complete in many
cases, begin to see the light in terms of the benefits being accrued

financially from their investments. The current economic situation can

only stimulate companies' interest in re-engineering their information

systems architectures or downsizing their corporations.

In general, many high-end companies in the retail distribution sector are

in a better position to make these kinds of changes, but similar decisions

will be made by midrange to low-end firms until eventually, efficient

systems are in place market-wide. This is not unlike the local-area

EED5 ©1994 by INPUT. Reproduction ProhiWted.
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network phenomenon of the last seven to 10 years. In order to sell to

many larger companies, it is increasingly necessary to demonstrate a

wilHngness to implement new total quahty management practices.

Suppliers as well as customers make such demands.

The entire European Community will require conformance to ISO 9000

standards for companies to compete. The levels of performance required

to meet expectations will force more and more companies to re-engineer

and incorporate more total quality management principles, leading to

greater use of business process automation.

So, the environment in general for retail and wholesale distribution has

been one of positive change focusing on the restructuring of information

architectures inside the company with an improved re-emphasis on

quality requiring an internal sense of self-regulation by the industries

involved.

In addition to this, there continues to be a proUferation of computing

across all business functions and a trend toward network management
systems that enable users other than engineers to take control of

network information flow, identify problem spots, identify where traffic is

flowing and how functions and business processes are being carried out

in relation to each other.

Also, applications continue to migrate off the mainframe and move first

to the desktop, hnked by local-area networks. Movement is now toward

the chent/server architecture in which information is actually brought in

from the mainframe to a midrange or smaller computer and made
accessible to users. Finally, there is continued price performance of

companies' investment in their information systems; companies are

beginning to accrue the benefits of having made these somewhat risky

decisions.

2. Facets of Re-engineering

There is a strong relationship between the re-engineering processes of

recent years that have taken place in the manufacturing sector and the

increased use of information technologies to improve distribution in the

retail and wholesale sectors. Distribution has, in some ways, taken a

back seat to manufacturing while attention was given to re-ordering

mission-critical systems. These systems have improved sufficiently to

allow manufacturers to pay attention to service improvements that can

be gained in distribution.

Increased information technology is illustrated by the implementation of

new warehousing and logistics application systems, as well as the

growing use of networks to facilitate customer service and order entry.
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more use of product coding to track goods, and control ordering and

stocking. Electronic commerce products play a key role in these

implementations.

The key to these changes is quahty and service; the ability to react

resides at the point of opportunity or problem. As a result of these

changes, the following phenomena have emerged:

Product life cycles are shortening dramatically while time to market

for new products is keeping pace with the chEuige in customer

demand.

Order receipt-to-shipping cycles are shortening.

Quality measurement reports are describing staggering

improvements.

Cycle time reductions and improved quality are leading to greater

customer satisfaction.

These improvements are leading automatically toward satisfying total

market and individual customer needs. Automation—including electronic

data interchange and other electronic commerce products—^is aiding in

the success of these re-engineering projects.

As restructuring has begun, a new phenomenon has occurred.

Businesses have been able to streamline or downsize with positive effects

on overall performance. Operations that do not fit a company's normal

practice are often outsourced. Product lines are being sold to implement

redefined corporate strategies. Professional services are being contracted

out rather than being done by additional internal personnel. Middle

management jobs are being eliminated. All of these trends have affected

both the wholesale and the retail distribution sector.

B
Electronic Commerce: Definitions and Impacts

Having this background on the climate and the environment in which

electronic commerce is interacting with the retail and wholesale

distribution sectors, we now take a closer look at how EDI has

traditionally been distributed, what its basic features and functions are,

how it is growing, how it relates to the overall electronic commerce

concept and what is really happening in the retail and wholesale

distribution trading communities. Who are the major players and how do

they function?
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1. Electronic Commerce and Its Submarkets

Electronic commerce as defined by INPUT is "the use of electronic

network systems in order to conduct business transactions" and is

embedded within the definition of network services. Network services,

the fastest growing submarket in the overall information services

market, is expected to grow 21% annually through 1998, tripling the

market fi-om $110 miUion in 1992 to $335 million in 1993.

The largest revenue contribution to network services will come from

expansion of EDI services and applications. There will continue to be

intracompany needs for large, multiplant companies that create focus

plants reljring on information from other focus plants. There will also be

increased vendor and customer communication assets to manage as

users build partnerships and share more information.

In the context of retail and wholesale distribution, electronic commerce is

defined as business transactions performed electronically between

computers without data entry. The definition goes beyond EDI,

computer-to-computer exchange of business documents in a standard

business format. Electronic commerce includes all electronic

transactions, firom ordering airhne tickets through services such as

Prodigy—a modem connection between a small retailer's PC and a

wholesaler—up to and including transactions between the largest

mainframe.

Electronic commerce also includes transactions performed within the

same company, such as radio-controlled warehouse and logistic systems,

end-user data bases, and automatic data entry systems. Electronic

commerce's goal and justification is to shorten the transaction cycle while

reducing labor costs. Electronic commerce continues to grow rapidly and

is finding new markets in the distribution industry.

Many distributors' initial contact with electronic commerce came under

pressure from vendors and large retailers to comply with their EDI
requirements. The cost of compliance is absorbed in order to retain the

business relationship. The alert distributor now recognizes the potential

to benefit from the use of electronic commerce. Exhibit III-l shows

electronic commerce submarkets.
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Exhibit III-1

Electronic Commerce Submarkets

EDI services and software

Communication network services

Electronic mail, including integrated multimedia

Electronic information services, including databases and the information

contained within them

Electronic catalogs of those electronic compendiums of information

available for making purchases by companies

Point-of-sale services characterized by mechanisms using cards

Financial EDI and EFT

Workflow software systems

Uses of Electronic Commerce in Distribution

Exhibit 1 1 1-2

Distributors are buyers, sellers and traders. They view all transactions

from the perspective of cost and sales value. They strive to achieve a

perfect balance among quality merchandise, good marketing skills, and

optimum inventory levels, as well as the highest possible level of

customer service, while keeping operating expenses at a minimum.

Exhibit III-2 lists some of the activities in which these traders engage.

Electronic Commerce Users in Distribution: Today

Investing in customer service systems

Improving inventory systems

Creating automatic purchase orders

Creating automated receiving systems

Making POS equipment a standard

Refining logistics in shipping systems

Electronic commerce systems in their purest sense are not necessarily

involved in all of these activities. However, they are an integral part of

the entire environment, which says "this is how we do business and this

is how we improve our systems and provide quality products to meet our

customers' needs." Electronic commerce is a growing part of this activity

When introduced, electronic commerce was viewed by distributors as an

inconvenient function that had to be performed to retain relationships
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with major manufacturers and chain stores. This attitude quickly

changed as distributors discovered real benefits to their companies. The

alert distributor today recognizes that electronic commerce has

tremendous potential to reduce operating expenses.

The primary advantage of electronic commerce is to reduce data entry.

Distributors using electronic commerce are now starting to receive

confirmation of order acceptance, dates for out-of-stock items and

advance packing slips.

Distributors need to take advantage of this data by updating their

systems without data entry. New promise dates can update the purchase

orders and back orders and send new confirmation to customers.

Advance packing slips could be used to set up automatic receiving

through radio-controlled units or bar code systems. Progressive

distributors recognize the potential of accepting orders from retailers'

point-of-sale computers. This produces the order entry effort, which is

the most expensive office function. With the wide acceptance of point-of-

sale equipment, it seems no retailer is too small to consider. This area is

relatively imtapped by small to medium-sized distributors, but has been

very successful for large distributors.

1. What Is EDI?

First of all, EDI services and software: 1) contain software that creates

EDI messages, and 2) translate these messages into standard formats.

Secondly, EDI contains communication network services provided either

by the EDI network service provider or by the company itself and its

trading partners—either purchasing these services from a carrier or by

going to a value-added network provider. Finally, EDI requires complex

application integration, or making EDI messages usable to the business

process at the receiving end of the EDI message.

The third part of this requirement of basic EDI functionality apphcation

integration is not always available in EDI software or EDI services. It is

not necessarily the responsibility of the manufacturing firm or the

company at the receiving end to have the knowledge to integrate these

applications or to perform the integration.

However, many vendors have not taken the time to implement

application integration functionality in their software. This may be one

key factor in the somewhat stifled growth of EDI in the marketplace. On
the other hand, it is a wonderful opportunity for vendor differentiation,

which some providers have capitalized upon. As manufacturing

organizations and their trading partners begin to evolve along this path of

increased efficiency through systems re-engineering, implementation of

client/server architectures, and so on, EDI will have to play a role in
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facilitating information flow and in providing the functionality that is

required on top of these new architected structures.

2. The Role ofEDI

EDI is traditional in many of the subsectors of manufacturing. The

automotive industry, for example, was one of the launching pads for EDI.

EDI has deep roots in manufacturing and transportation. It has a 20-year

history in a large number of committed, well-established, industrial users.

And suddenly, EDI is finding itself in the middle of something called

electronic commerce, which is riding a new wave of business process

automation and technical functionality.
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A Futuristic Look at Electronic
Commerce in Wholesale and
Retail Distribution

A
Existing and Emerging Electronic Commerce Systems

INPUT believes that the EDI marketplace will begin to change

dramatically as a result of the ongoing market restructuring in the U.S.

In order to accommodate the needs of manufacturing, EDI software and

services providers not only have to find solutions to the traditional

problems of selling EDI—^for example, developing adequate applications

integration functionality—but they also will find themselves competing

with open network systems software manufacturers providing EDI
functionality internally.

B
EC and Open Systems

1. UNIX and Network Operating Systems

An increasing number of mentions has been made about UNIX
client/server architectures and open network operating systems. In a

recent study of EDI users, 33% said that they had adopted UNIX
specifically for EDI purposes. One-third said that they had adopted UNIX
primarily to build or to enhance their EDI capabilities. The balance

responded that adopting UNIX was part of an overall corporate strategy

for information services architectures.

2. Client/Server Architectures and Open Systems

Because it is a client/server type of architecture to begin with, the

implementation and operation of EDI and electronic commerce systems

are naturally enhanced by open UNIX architectures. The open systems

paradigm offers several benefits that are useful to the companies trying
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to design an information system—for example, hardware independence

and savings in daily operating expenses. Open systems provide particular

benefits to computing applications that involve data exchanges external

to the company; for ex£imple, those situations where EDI is used, but not

hmitedtoEDI. o

Open systems approaches, i.e., UNIX and others, allow for rapid response

in customer communications as well as various ways to exchange data

and integrate systems across the organization. It is very common when
looking at software products or services that deal with this sort of

environment to claim: "We connect anything to anjrthing," or the

ubiquitous availabihty of services, due to the fact that products

communicate using a variety of protocols or standards or languages.

In addition to these points, open systems are flexible with regard to

changing market conditions. They are scalable, and allow for changes in

processing power corresponding to changes in levels of trade.

S.Benefits to Corporations

Exhibit IV-1 lists intercompany benefits of open systems.

Intercompany Benefits of Open Systems

• Time-responsive to trading partner

• Excellent internal-to-external IS integration

• Scalable MIPS power supports EDI volume expansion

• Broad trading-partner communication alternatives

• Equitable distribution of systems costs among trading partners

Exhibit IV-2 lists benefits for systems development and Exhibit IV-3 lists

Systems Development Benefits

• Inexpensive MIPS

• Interchangeable parts

• Easy to customize (once UNIX is learned)

• No need for expensive proprietary system experts

• No change in software when upgrading equipment
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Exhibit IV-3

Systems Operations Benefits

• More event-driven and responsive

• Better use of IS assets

• Less need for manual system-operator tasks

Those converting from proprietary to open systems can be divided into

two groups: users who convert as part of a companywide revamping of

information systems hke EDI, and companies converting just EDI
functions. Companies that convert or are in the process of converting

their entire company's information systems claim to spend up to milHons

of dollars in the process. Companies that convert just their EDI
electronic commerce capacity spend from $15,000 to $250,000, including

equipment, EDI server software, communications software, and other

peripheral equipment such as modems or increased disk memory devices.

Despite the costs, several desired features of an open system are implied

by the decisions companies are making, especially for the future. Exhibit

IV-4 lists some of these features.

Exhibit IV-4

Desired Features of Open Systems in the Future

• X.500 directory/full OSI compliance

• Internal document/messaging tracking and auditing

• Easier-to-use network administration tools

• Real-time capabilities

• Improved data mapper

• E-mail

• Workflow features

• Direct connect to trading partners

The IBM AS/400 has sold well, both in general and specifically as an EDI
platform. EDI translation software sales for the AS/400 as a single

category of EDI software have maintained the highest growth rates in

sales for the past two years. Growth is expected to continue as

companies hope to migrate the AS/400 to a good target platform. There

are several EDI vendors selling in this category, including: Systems

Software Associates, Extole, Premenos, Sterling Software, and Quadron.

Some users commented that the AS/400 is more sophisticated in features

than UNIX. Also, Microsoft NT will soon become another contender as

an alternative to UNIX in driving EDI systems.
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4. New Designs for Distribution

Most organizational plans for future changes involve installing new
applications at the workstation or PC level, with mainframe applications

being the next most frequently stated change planned and
minicomputers being the least.

The old systems architecture (before re-engineering) had several

problems. First, each database that was used was its own island—^in

effect, not necessarily accessible from other departments. A significant

amount of hardware and software integration was required and, at that

point, the cost of computing was high and LANs were not as ubiquitous

as they are today. Moving information was fairly costly.

It is important to reahze how critical interconnectivity and

interoperability are to the concept of open systems. UNIX-based
application packages, increased user involvement and a move to

client/server environments signal the beginning of true open systems.

EDI, growing out of the automotive industry, has become a necessary

component of retail and wholesale systems. This is especially true in

situations in which orders and shipments can contain many items, many
delivery dates and many delivery points.

EDI capabilities are moving far beyond the initial stage of simple order

transmission. Information systems departments are now working on

complete information exchange, including orders, acknowledgments,

shipping acknowledgment, and invoicing. Although most companies have

some EDI in place, INPUT expects the steady pace of new developments

to continue.

5. Business Processes Effected

Business processes facilitated by EDI applications in the distribution

sector include: strategic and planning processes, lead tracking, enterprise

resource planning, forecasting, and production. Tactical and execution

processes include: sales, order entry configuration, scheduling,

rescheduling, process and product quality assurance, purchasing,

receiving and inspection, maintenance, emergency prevention, shipping,

inventory control, logistics, and distribution, customer follow-up,

reporting and communications.

In the control and accounting area, business processes include: accounts

payable, accounts receivable, payroll, general ledger, regulatory

compliance, and costing. In the support area the processes are customer

service, call handling, follow-up, quality assurance, and human resources.
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c
Effects on EDI Distribution

1. EDI Functionality

Keeping in mind the changes that have been described in the distribution

industry—^the role that EDI will be expected to fill and is filling today in

re-engineering processes, and in the increasing openness of network

operating systems and architectiires being considered—INPUT believes

that systems sofi^ware developers will begin offering EDI functionality;

for example, Microsoft, using TSI's Mercator; and Novell, with Premenos'

EDI/E in UNIX.

This suggestion has been made previously in INPUT reports on EDI and

open systems architecture. The trend is consistent with the trend toward

network operating systems and could result in EDI software being sold

directly by network operating system vendors.

2. Future Distribution

If this occurs, future distribution of EDI may shift from software vendors

(TSI, ATI, Delrina Forms, General Magic Telescript, Novell Univell,

Microsoft NT) to resellers at large and small companies. Examples of

large firms would be Wal-Mart, J.C. Penney, Levi Strauss, Allen Bradley

and LSI Logic.

Distribution may also go from systems integrators (EDS, TI, Informix,

Access Systems Software) to large companies and small companies.

Future distribution will continue to involve industry-specific service

providers to large and small companies, and from software vendors to

large companies, which then distribute to small companies via their

traditional hub-and-spoke routes.

Finally, distribution of EDI may take the form of mass-market PC
applications for users who own their own systems or small companies for

horizontal application solutions. Exhibit IV-5 captures what could be the

distribution pattern of the future.
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Exhibit IV-5

Future Distribution of EDI

Horizontal applications (acct.,

payments, catalogs, mktg.,

procurement)

EDI software originates in

the technology vendor

segment...far removed from

the end-user.

Software transaction where

= the end-point of the arrow is

the buyer and the

origin-point is the seller

D
Future Organization of the Software Market

As a result of these changes what will likely occur is software vendors

providing systems in which to nest EDI/EC products. The traditional EDI
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software vendors, which are usually smaller companies, will likely

provide specific functions such as encryption, workflow, bar code

scanning, and file format translation. After this, only technology

software selling to mass markets and non-PC would remain. In other

words, we could see the disappearance of some EDI software vendors as

they exist today, if they end up competing with network operating

systems and if network operating systems have an advantage in

capturing the marketplace for systems riding on newly architected

organizations.
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Information Needs in the
Distribution Sector

A
User Needs

Understanding the general economic trends and how they have led to the

widespread interest in organizational re-engineering provides a backdrop

for better understanding the wholesale and retail sector markets, and
where they may be going in the future. The following describes some of

the specific functions requiring electronic commerce applications in the

wholesale and retail distribution sectors.

1. Inventory and Purchasing

Information technology has offered the distributor considerable relief in

the purchase and maintenance of inventories. In fact, distribution was
one of the first industries to embrace inventory management systems.

These systems are critical to the operation of these companies.

Despite past successes in implementing these systems, distributors can

still make considerable improvements. The distributor needs improved

reorder point calculations, automatic purchase order creation, and

complete electronic commerce, including purchase order transmission,

supplier purchase order confirmation, and packing list confirmation upon

shipment. These improvements will not only smooth inventory flow, but

will minimize data entry, resulting in reduced operating expenses.

Reorder point calculation, at the level where a purchase order can be

created, generally works well with existing systems if the item has an

established history and level of sales. The reorder point is calculated

based on prior sales and seasonality factors, if applicable. Many systems

fall short in dealing with exceptions. The exceptions are primarily new

product lines, promotional items, extraordinary one-time sales, and items

being closed out.

New product lines do not have sufficient sales history to satisfy the

typical reorder point calculation. Some systems require as much as six
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months of history. However, new items do begin building sales history

starting with the first shipment. This daily activity can be used to

forecast monthly usage. The forecast should be adjusted frequently until

the item is established within the rules of the application package in use.

Promotional items are generally sold at prices reduced sufficiently to

encourage the customer to buy larger quantities. For example, a

distributor offers an item at a deep discount to reduce an overstocked

item, only to find that the purchasing system reacts by recommending
replenishment. To correct these exceptions, the distributor needs to have

user-defined reorder rules. These rules, no matter how complex and

varied, are necessary. The purchasing agent should be able to add to,

alter or create these rules at will.

Automatic purchase order generation, as opposed to manual creation, is

primarily a vehicle to reduce operating expenses. It has, however, some
other important benefits, including improved accuracy, shorter reorder

cycles, and accelerated order placement with the supplier.

A complete purchase order generation system will identify items in a

reorder position and create the purchase order, both on the system and

for submission to the vendor. Submission will preferably be electronic.

All purchases, as well as exception reports for unusual activity, would be

visible to the purchasing agent.

Of course, the purchasing agent will require veto and alteration

capabihties prior to submission to the vendor. The manual task of

reviewing and altering the purchasing cycle will be enhanced if the data

is downloaded to a PC or a workstation with exceptions highlighted. This

allows the purchasing agent to review and alter the data with minimum
effort. Upon completion, purchase orders are released for electronic

transmission or printed for mailing or fax.

2. Order Processing

Order processing varies with the type of distribution. Chain stores may
order exclusively through electronic commerce. Catalog and home
shopping companies have high levels of mail order and telephone

processing. Most distributors accept mail or telephone orders from

customers and salespeople in the field.

Recognizing that in-office order processing is a major part of their

operating expense, distributors are continually searching for the balance

between cost and service. Where electronic commerce is possible, it

should be actively pursued.

Where electronic commerce is not possible, the order processing systems

must be fast, accurate, and informative. With the advent of on-line order
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processing, many companies have moved the customer service duties to

the order desk. The order desk is now a full-service department.

Progressive distributors will accommodate all of the customer's needs

with a single call. It is important, in the name of customer service, that a

strong image be projected during the transaction. Many customers have

more contact with the person at the order desk than with any other

person in the company.

3. Shipping and Billing

Shipping requirements vary based on the type of distributor and product.

Some will use their own fleet of trucks, while others depend on surface

and air common carriers. Small-package delivery companies have

become major players.

The distributor needs timely and efficient systems to ensure rapid

delivery while keeping the warehouse staff to a minimum. Information

technology has made a strong impact in this area and has even greater

potential. Distributors that have their own fleets of trucks need shipping

logistic systems that will plan the delivery routes and schedule

warehouse picking and staging. A strong system will schedule and

dispense the orders while providing the warehouse with sufficient

information for manpower and equipment planning.

The distributor that uses common carriers and small-package delivery

services most likely will pick and ship orders as they are received. Many
distributors strive for the same-day or next-day shipment. Small-package

delivery companies have become quite sophisticated and offer the

distributor good on-line tracking tools.

Many distributors are using manifest systems that create a file for

subsequent mainframe update, changing the status of the order to be

shipped. At least one system exists that will access, validate, and update

the mainframe in interactive mode. This offers the distributor the option

of canceling or changing the order while it is being processed in the

warehouse.

Both of the above-mentioned manifest systems eliminate the need for

data entry, thereby reducing manpower. They also increase accuracy

and expedite the billing process. Regardless of the shipping method used,

the distributor needs sophisticated systems that ensure a proper and

accurate flow of orders while keeping manpower to a minimum.

4. Receiving

This function consists of the physical receipt of goods into the warehouse

and transmitting the receipt into the computer system. For many
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distributors, this is a time-consuming and labor-intensive function.

Exhibit V-1 Hsts the steps involved:

Receiving Steps

• Compare the physical goods to the packing slip.

• Move the goods to the designated warehouse location.

• Receive the packing slip into the systems inventory.

« Release back-orders if applicable.

• Authorize the receipt for payment.

The distributor needs to automate these functions by using electronic

commerce in conjunction with sophisticated apphcation programs.

Systems of this type will improve accuracy, reduce turnaround time, and

have a positive impact on operating expenses.

The key to automating this function is to have an advance packing slip

loaded into the computer. The advance packing slip is a record of

shipment and a duplicate of the packing shp presented by the delivery

person. The advance packing slip can be added to the computer via

electronic commerce. If received by fax, E-mail, or mail, data entry is

required. Once the advance packing slip is recorded, several informative

items can be added, such as re-sorting the item numbers, adding the bin

location, and identifying items in a back-order position.

Upon arrival of the stock, the receiving department will access the

packing shp, then proceed with receiving. The ideal system will allow

each item to be recorded with a bar code reader. Where bar coding is not

possible, items can be entered into a PC or any radio-controlled device. If

none of these is possible, a printed copy, reformatted with additional

information, can be used.

As each item is recorded, the advance packing slip will be updated. Upon
completion, the receiving clerk will be advised of and resolve any

discrepancies. Once the advance packing shp is vahdated, the goods can

be moved to the designated warehouse location. The receipt into the

computer system, release of back-orders, and authorization for payment
can then be performed without data entry. If manual recording is used, a

minimum amount of additional entry will be necessary.
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B
Users' Concerns

Because the backbone of any economy is its ability to distribute goods,

the wholesale distribution industry is faced with threats from several

areas. The uncertainty of the economy and the lack of consumer
confidence have impacted some but not all companies in the distribution

sector.

Coupled with current economic pressures, the wholesale distributor is

facing competition fi*om manufacturing companies that have chosen—or

are being pressured by large retailers—^to sell directly to the retail and

consumer markets.

This growing trend is caused by manufacturers' desire to improve profits

and is made possible by improved information technology systems.

The recent popularity of home shopping television channels is also a

threat. Transactions of this type usually eliminate the distributor. This

will become a larger threat as interactive TV is introduced. Some large

retailers, such as Macy's, have ginnounced their entry into this market.

Interactive TV will be more lucrative than the traditional home TV
markets because it eliminates the order entry function. Consumer
orders can be placed through on-screen prompts using the remote

controller. Except for those in a niche market, distributors are watching

their volume erode and are forced to reduce operating expenses in order

to survive.

The distributor is faced with the dilemma of how to reduce operating

costs without affecting customer service. Downsizing, or rightsizing, has

become popular. However, this approach may involve considerable up-

front expense and a lengthy payback, time. The distributor is also

concerned about the high cost of data entry operators and labor-intensive

manual operations caused by less-than-optimum systems.

INPUT beheves that the industry is ripe for supplemental systems that

will address these high cost areas. See the conclusions given in Chapter

VIII.

c
Use of Information Systems as a Competitive Advantage

Distributors have an excellent opportunity to provide services that make
it easier for their customers to do business. Primarily, these systems

assist the customer in the preparation of an order.
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One notable example was announced in April 1993, when McKesson
Drug Co. signed a three-year agreement worth $100 million in sales with

Franciscan Health Systems. The agreement provides a link between the

companies' computer systems to provide inventory and ordering services.

This agreement replaces four other distributors and will represent a

savings of $1 milhon to Franciscan„

This example is not much different from the systems used by large retail

chains. These retailers warehouse merchandise in strategically located

sites. Through point-of-sale systems, orders are created based on current

consimiption. Following these concepts, distributors can replicate the

same system, since many small retailers are using point-of-sale
^

equipment to control their inventory.

Other methods, such as providing order placement capabilities via PC or

terminal entry, can provide an alliance with a positive competitive edge.

As an example of competitive advantage, consider Dell Computer. In

nine years, Dell Computer has risen from a college dormitory operation

to a company with annual sales of $3 biUion. Although other computer

makers may have better machines or lower prices, Dell offers customer

service that stands alone in the industry. Fielding 35,000 sales and

service calls a day, Dell uses sophisticated telephone and computer

systems to quickly resolve service problems or accept orders. Orders are

transmitted directly to the assembly line, where the computer is

assembled and shipped very rapidly.

Prompted by Dell's success, larger companies are adopting the same
methods. When asked about this looming competition, Dell stated, "The

system is key to the operation; it will take the competition years to catch

up."

P
Key Applications

The key apphcations for a wholesale distributor are in four basic

categories: order processing, inventory control, sales management, and

accounting functions.

These applications generally interact, although to what degree depends

on the sophistication of the distributor's system.
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1. Order Processing

This category involves the creation of an order, either by order entry or

by using some type of electronic processing. Most systems perform the

following functions, as shown in Exhibit V-2:

Order Processing Steps

• Customer validation with access to the required data elements

• Credit checking

• Part number validation with access to pricing and inventory availability

• Access to various tables related to discounting, freight, or other special

items

• Confirming and updating inventory availability

• Calculation of prices with discounting

• Back-order processing with expected delivery dates

• Future orders or hold orders

• Shipments directly from the manufacturer (drop shipments)

• Packing slip processing: immediate, consolidated pick list, or radio-

controlled

• Alteration or cancellation of packing slips in process

• Updating shipped orders to change status and capture shipping

information

• Invoicing with updating of accounts receivable, sales files, etc.

• Processing of call tags or other documents to pick up unwanted goods

• Credit memo processing

2. Inventory Control

This category involves maintaining a perpetual inventory. Inventory is

updated in an interactive mode. Inventory control steps are presented in

Exhibit V-3, below.
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Exhibit V-3

Inventory Control Steps

Decrementation as orders are entered

Suggested or automatic purchasing

Purchase order control, including past-due follow-up

Receipt of purchase orders

Receipt of returned goods

Adjustments for en-or conditions with capture of historical activity

Physical inventory

3. Accounting

Accounting functions include general capture and reporting, as presented

in Exhibit V-4:

Exhibit V-4

Accounting Steps

• Accounts receivable

• Accounts payable with interaction to inventory receiving

• General ledger

4. Sales Management

Sales management consists of capturing the raw data from invoice

processing and producing sales reports for analysis. Reports generally

show the data by sales region, salesperson, and geographic location.

The steps of this process are presented in Exhibit V-5.

Exhibit V-5

Sales Management Steps

• Traditionally, sales reporting is quite extensive, with a wide variety of

reports being produced.

• The current trend is to move the basic sales data into a PC for manipulation

by both managers and sales personnel.
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Market Analysis: Electronic

Commerce in the Distribution

Sector

A
Trends, Events and Issues in Distribution

The retail sector is influenced generally by changes that occur in

manufacturing. Manufacturing is one of the most ubiquitous market

sectors and economic events affecting manufacturing will tend to affect

retail.

Wholesale tends to be generally affected by retail, and is a sector

dominated by a collection of giant distributors that have evolved over

recent years largely through their ability effectively to apply information

technologies for improving their business. Wal-Mart, Kmart, Home
Depot, Target Stores, Toys 'R' Us and other large establishments have

continued to dominate the retail industry sector despite the overall

declines in retail sales.

Because the increase in business appears fragile, a major current issue

for retail business establishments is finding the means to participate in or

lead any upturns in sales that occur. The trend is toward a large number

of stores attempting to do this by providing low prices and high-quality

service for a limited set of items (such as Home Depot and The Gap).

The current environment is different from the period of high growth in

the mid-1980s. Overbuilding in retail facilities took place in the 1980s,

leading to failure and consohdation in the industry. Store closings

resulted in a loss of over 600,000 jobs between 1990 and the end of 1992.

During the present decade, consumers have also felt more pressure on

their disposable income and are more price-conscious than they were

during the 1980s.
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In addition to overcapacity, banks have been reluctant to increase credit

arrangements to help meet difficulties. In this environment, retailers

must concentrate on lowering their cost of operations and attracting

consiuners by offering reasonable value at low prices. This could be

achieved by focusing on a narrower range of goods. This environment

has favored the rapid growth of retailers who can reduce the cost of

distributing goods through their knowledge of the industry and the use of

information technology.

The operating and selling expenses of Wal-Mart are almost half the

percentage of sales shown by comparable figures at Sears (15% versus

28%, according to a McKinsey & Company report). Sears has been forced

to respond to its higher level of expenses in the market by making drastic

cuts in personnel.

Wal-Mart, Kmart, Home Depot, Target Stores, Toys 'R' Us and others

have analyzed and restructured their business to lower their costs and

provide customers with better value and service, exemplif5dng the giant

or power retailers that have become the major factor in the retail store

business. These retailers force suppliers to provide some goods with their

store pricing or bar coding. Totes adds pricing to products for some

stores. Manufacturers will work directly with these retailers on product

features in order to get goods into their stores. RubberMaid works with

Wal-Mart and Black & Decker works with Home Depot.

Other groups in the retail market, including warehouse clubs such as the

Price Club and highly speciahzed stores dealing in a narrow range of

goods, are using the combination of cost reduction and low pricing, but

with less service to capture market share. Older department stores, such

as Macy's, Sears and Penney's, are bearing down on costs and pricing.

They have taken steps to lower costs through upgraded automation

and/or personnel cuts to stay competitive. The combination of cost

control, low pricing and service has also been used in the restaurant

sector by fast-food chains.

The power retailers that are leading many of the current changes will

encounter difficulties as their strategies evolve or change. Kmart did not

enjoy the success of other leading vendors at the end of 1993. Some of

the problems that have contributed to these results include stocking

goods, opening superstores, incorporating grocery areas in stores, pricing

versus competition and upgrading older stores. Many of these problems

can be overcome with new systems for tracking and re-ordering

merchandise. Grocery inventories turn over about six times as fast as

merchandise inventories; thus, Wal-Mart, Kmart and others have

expanded into food lines, illustrating changes in the retail industry.
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The size of the power retailers helps them gain cooperation from

suppHers and aid in the rapid exchange of information, timely supply of

goods, minimization of inventory and warehouse use, and improvement
of service. Suppliers cooperate with large retailers in the use of EDI for

ordering goods and, in some cases, they use data from POS units to

determine when to ship goods. The power retailers are also active in

supplying POS data to help their suppliers analyze buying patterns.

Pressure is put on manufacturers to reduce inventories and shorten lead

times necessary to put popular goods on the shelf. Manufacturers are

strengthening or adding wholesale distribution functions, including

logistics, to their capabilities to serve power retailers. Large suppliers are

better able to accomplish these goals.

Small manufacturers are requiring the services of power retailers and/or

aid from network services vendors to maintain business. LogicNet is one

of the vendors that has emerged to help small suppHers respond more

rapidly to the product needs of retail estabhshments.

In terms of restructuring and implementations of electronic business

capabiHties, independent wholesalers are being bypassed by power

retailers and manufacturers who are now working together on problems

in the delivery of goods. Retailers and manufacturers are adding

wholesale distribution capabilities to their own portfolios, including

systems handling and tracking the supply of goods. This puts these firms

into the wholesale business and opens more opportunities for the

information services vendors.

Independent wholesalers have moved into areas of retail distribution,

such as warehouse clubs open to the public, as well as import and other

activities. Electronic commerce providers have been active in all of these

activities, providing electronic capabilities to retail establishments needing

to capture data about sales or use databases of information about

consumer activity.

Retail distribution accounts for about 10% of the gross national product.

Manufacturing, the largest vertical market, accounts for about twice as

much. Retail distribution also counts for a lower amount of information

services expenditure than manufacturing or banking.

Thus, the retail distribution sector is now gaining increasing interest

firom information services vendors in comparison to other sectors due to

the rapid growth in the use of new information technology and the

recent growth rate in the use of information services, as described

earlier.
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Wholesale distributors serve a number of retail industries, including

apparel, shoes, appliances, furniture and home construction supplies.

These continued to be affected by poor sales throughout most of 1993.

Sales picked up in most of these categories at yeair end. Wholesalers

handling drugs and medical supplies, or serving some areas of the

electronic industry and the auto industry, continue to report better

conditions.

'

'

" '

'

B
Electronic Commerce and Distribution Market Forecasts

1. The Big Picture

The greater picture emerging from this discussion of business process re-

engineering is that changes in our economy are impacting

manufacturing, retail and wholesale distribution and information

technologies markets. This picture is significant in the degree to which

these markets are inter-related.

Changes in the economy are always measured by a variety of indicators

that can be related to one another in the form of economic formulas.

These are useful in making predictions and forecasts, but go beyond the

scope of this report. They are useful, however, in understanding the

general relationship between these factors.

It is difficult to say which comes first in this relationship: changes in the

economy or the availabihty of improved information technologies. But, it

is safe to say that economic forces on manufacturing provide the

background for changes in the retail and wholesale distribution sectors,

and that there is some sort of lag in the effect that is felt in the

distribution sector as a result of changes in manufacturing.

The significance of all of this on an electronic commerce marketplace

with fairly well-developed products (at least into stage 3 or 4 of its

development) is obvious. Users aire ripe for implementation of electronic

commerce, especially in cases in which the ability to make an investment

will likely produce cost savings and improved ability to meet customers'

needs in the future.

There are inhibitors in the proliferation of electronic commerce solutions.

The first obvious one is the cost involved, which may be prohibitive to

some potential users. There is also a requirement for a very detailed

cost/benefit analysis prior to implementation. Some users and vendors

are not well skilled in performing these types of analyses.
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Other inhibitors include the requirement for customization of products in

certain areas to achieve integration, required training, long

implementation cycles and the existence of replacement systems in

restructured environments. Vendors continue to improve software and

services in ways that will eventually ehminate many of these obstacles.

2. Penetration of and Expenditures on Electronic Commerce in

Distribution

EDI penetration in the distribution sector was recently measured in the

annual EC market analysis. Penetration was defined: "One out of three

apphcations being implemented today involves EDI." In the survey of

almost 1,600 information services managers, 33% reported that they are

developing corporate information systems that have EDI components.

Current EDI users plan to spend at least the same and probably more this

year than they did last year on EDI. Of the sample of 134 EDI users,

more than 70% reported that they will spend the same as last year—or

more—for EDI software, services and related systems development.

Slightly more than half reported that they will spend more this year than

last year.

Slightly more than a quarter of EDI systems being implemented are part

of an effort to downsize IS resources. In general, the distribution sector

is not downsizing to the extent seen in manufacturing.
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User Trends and Issues

A
Vendor Profiles

The purpose of this chapter is to describe vendors providing services or

software to the wholesale distribution sector. Of over 40 EDI vendors

profiled by INPUT, 15 offer services or software to the retail sector and

two, ARI and ATT EasyLink, specifically to the wholesale sector.

Listing alphabetically: ABC, Advantis, The APL Group, ARI Network

Services, ATT EasyLink, Birmingham Computer Group, EDI Able, EDI
Inc., EDI Solutions, EDS, GEIS, Harbinger, NDC, Perwill EDI, Premenos,

RMS, Sterhng, Supply Tech, Triad, and TSL

In the case of the largest traditional EDI vendors (as measured by

revenues), services are provided to most industry sectors, distribution

included. Those include GEIS, Sterling Software, and Advantis. Others,

including ATT EasyLink, Harbinger, Kleinschmidt, Transnet, NDC and

Railinc, also provide EDI services to manufacturing. TracUtional EDI
"software-only" providers include Supply Tech, DEC, APL, ARI, EDI Able,

EDI Inc., EDI Solutions, Genzlinger, LDJ, Lloyd Busch, Perwill, Piedmont,

and RMS.

Selected EDI services and software providers will be profiled in this

report. They were selected on the basis of their strength as a service

and/or software provider. They may provide a full range of services or

software, but INPUT'S analysis for the purposes of this report will

attempt to focus on their area(s) of greatest strength.

1. GEIS (Services)

401 North Washington St.

Rockville, MD 20850-1785

ph: 800 EDI-KNOW (U.S. and Canada)
ph: 301/3404750 (outside U.S. and Canada)

GEIS' EDI business represents only 10% of its total revenues, and total

GEIS revenues represent about 1% of GE revenues. Despite its

diminutive stature within corporate GE, GEIS is now one of GE's 12
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principal divisions. It is interesting to note that this "relative revenues"

problem also exists for ATT EasyLink, Sprint Int., MCI's EDInet and

Advantis. In these telecom examples, however, the EDI unit does not

enjoy the same organization security. INPUT behoves that this becomes

significant in very large companies attempting to provide quality EDI.

Products contributing to GEIS' revenue base include:

» Apphcation/Databases—COEP, UPC*Express, CArgo*Link,

Design*Express, EPS*Express

• Generic Software Products—EDI*PC, EDI*Benchmark, EDI*Central,

EDI*UNIX, EDI*PC Advanced System and EDI*PC Lite

• Network Services—^EDI*Express, Petrodex

Functionally, these products provide transaction and utility processing;

inquiry/response, electronic data interchange, and value-added network

services; systems integration; and software development and network

management professional services to over 13,000 corporate and

association chents worldwide.

Thirty-five percent of GEIS' $55 milhon in revenues is derived fi-om the

distribution sector. The rest is from banking, telecommunications, trade

and transportation, retail and others.

Sixty percent of GEIS' business is derived from the U.S. and the

remainder from non-U.S. companies. GE refers its EDI business across

its other divisions to GEIS, and so GEIS is experienced in a broad range

of manufacturing- and distribution-related areas.

INPUT believes GEIS offers a comprehensive electronic commerce

program with a strong global networking and processing service as its

backbone. GEIS has competed in the VAN market for years and has

continued to increase its market share by offering good services and

emphasizing business application solutions where appropriate. This was
key to successfully maintaining profitability during the recent recession

when its sister companies did not.

On GEIS' network resides its EDI product as an enabler and then

business communications products (E-mail, fax, EDI, databases, point-of-

sale services) to fully integrate its electronic commerce products.

EDI*Express provides the full range of EDI services and functionality. It

supports all major standards and connects to any pubhc EDI VAN. Both

low- and high-speed connections are available and services extend to over

35 countries. Both translation and mapping are included in software

products, and graphical user interfaces and integrated E-mail are
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available. These are top-of-the-line EDI features available on a public

network.

2. Sterling Software (Services and Software)

Electronic Commerce Group
P.O. Box 7160

4600 Lakehurst Court
Dublin, OH 43017-0760

Sterling Software, headquartered in Dallas, TX, is a worldwide suppher of

software products and services in markets reflected in its group names:

Enterprise Software, Electronic Commerce, Federal Systems and
International. The Electronic Commerce Group consists of four divisions:

The Interchange Software Division, The Network Services Division, The

Communications Software Division and The Banking Systems Division.

Customer solutions are routinely coordinated amongst divisions.

INPUT considers Sterling's Electronic Commerce Group one of the

leading EDI software and services vendors in the world. It has offered

networking since 1975 and pursued a growth path including acquisitions,

alhances and partnerships. Most recently it acquired Systems Center,

which added a global sales and services network—a major addition to

Sterling's offering.

Sterling dominates the hardware retail/supplier industry^ grocery,

pharmaceutical and distribution sectors. It has expanded its share of the

broader retail industry, transportation and manufacturing sectors.

International expansion is under way, especially in Canada, the U.K. and

Japan.

Services are organized into groups. Communications services include

EDI, E-mail, file transfer, and enhanced fax. Enabling services include

EDI management, E-mail, workstations, X.400 software, security

software and monitoring software. Value-added shared applications

include EDI-enabled applications for trading-partner communities,

database services, shipment tracking, RFP/bid award bulletin boards, and

others. Client services include EDI education, mapping services, and

implementation services, but not systems integration or programming

services.

Sterhng's COMMERCE:Network provides EDI, E-mail, library services

and file transfer services. All protocols are supported and

internetworking with all major networks is available.

COMMERCE:Marketquest is a database service that builds on EDI

documents specific to groups of trading partners.
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Sterling's broad range of quality software is well known. The GENTRAN
family of products handles EDI translation and control for mainframe,

midrange and PC platforms and supports all major OS environments. All

standards are supported. Other management, software maintenance and

security features are available. GENTRAN Plus for mainframes builds

on GENTRAN and SUPERTRACS (Sterhng's communication engine) to

integrate translation, communications, mailboxing and mapping into a

fully automated EDI operation. The VECTOR hne of products offers

check and electronic payments processing for financial institutions.

3. Advantis (Services)

Messaging Solutions Center
4307 W. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.

P.O. Box 30021

Tampa, FL 33630

Advantis, the merger of two experienced EDI network providers and two

global networks, came to the EDI market in 1992. IBM holds a 70% stake

and Sears holds 30%. Services offered include Advantis Custom Network

Solutions, Advantis Network Services, Advantis Messaging Services,

Advantis Capacity Services and Advantis Information Services. EDI
services and software are offered as part of the value-added network.

The Advantis network serves 10,000 U.S. customers with international

access to 92 countries through IBM affiliates. There are over 1 miUion

user IDs accessing 650 cities and using over 3,500 interconnecting

networks. The IBM portion of Advantis was formerly IBM's Information

Network, which competed in the VAN market against MCI, AT&T,
Sprint, GEIS, Infonet, CompuServe and others to offer a broad range of

data communication services.

Electronic Marketplace (Advantis' electronic commerce equivalent)

includes E-mail, EDI, credit card transaction processing, bank-to-bank

EFT (ACH), access to on-line databases and data communication services

for its many subsidiary businesses (in retailing, insurance, real estate,

and securities brokering) as well as commercially (in the EDI, health care

and ACH/banking areas).

Advantis views EDI as a peculiar form of outsourcing and placed EDI at

the disposal of IBM's outsourcing group. The synergy between these two

is expected to stimulate EDI business. Advantis will also leverage its

position in the retail industry and Sears' position as the second largest

retailer in the country. Advantis offers its services across industries,

including manufacturing. It also develops and implements custom

network solutions.
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Currently, Advantis's software products cover mainframe, midrange and
PC platforms and graphical user interfaces for the midrange and PC
versions. These cover both translation and management. Translation

software can be used for either real-time or event-driven EDI. It also can

provide support for just-in-time applications or can communicate via

mailbox. All major standards are supported.

Advantis offers EDI-enabling services at no extra cost for bringing up

trading partners and for implementation and application integration.

Advantis takes a very hands-on approach to facilitating the use of EDI in

the trading partner environment. These functions are not built into the

software and custom programming is conducted where needed.

4. Supply Tech (PC)

1000 Campus Dr.

Ann Arbor, MI 48104

ph: 313 998-4000

Supply Tech is a leading vendor of PC EDI software, with the largest

installed base in this category. Its earliest product was IBM PC-based EDI
software for the automotive industry, but it has continued to expand its

market to cover various other industry sectors—^including distribution

—

and throughout the world. Some of its customers include Caterpillar,

Inc., AT&T, IBM, GM, Jordache, Ford Motor Company, Businessland,

Hitachi, other Fortune 500 companies and the U.S. government.

Supply Tech provides no other services and produces no other products at

this time other than EDI and bar coding software. Supply Tech's general-

purpose microcomputer EDI software is STX, which supports

transactions including releases, advance ship notices, purchase orders,

PO acknowledgments, requests for quotes, quotes, invoices, remittance

advice, Bills of Lading and CAD files. STX supports all major standards,

including industry-specific standards. The STX method of handling

various standards simultaneously is patented.

STX for microcomputers runs on IBM and compatibles, connects to most

pubhc and private EDI networks, supports high- and low-speed access

and communication, and has ready-to-use transaction formats and other

features making it secure and user friendly. STX for mainframes also

runs on IBM, supports all major standards and is compatible with STX for

microcomputers. STX has an installed base of 12,000 sites and continues

to grow.

The patented STX approach to translation is referred to as Overlay. It

allows any number of standard version levels and trading partner

variations to be handled concurrently. More than 4,000 Overlays

corresponding to EDI hubs have been created for more than 1,000 hubs
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supported. An advanced mapping feature called XMAP has been added

for application file integration. No programming knowledge is required

to maintain the application interface using XMAP. Services provided

include installation, training, software maintenance, network connection

services, hub/trading partner testing, hotline technical support and

updates.

Supply Tech has a strong sales and marketing organization with a broad

reach. It consistently receives high praise from customers after the sale.

(A 24-hour help line contributes to this.) But Supply Tech has not

expanded its product offerings and is not a network services provider.

These points will hmit its growth. It has, however, established a variety

of EDI relationships that add some depth to its EDI portfolio: STX
connects to all third-party EDI networks and most private ones; it acts as

an agent for AT&T, MCI (formerly ETNA), IBM, Sterhng and GEIS
value-added networks; co-markets products with AT&T, MCI, and

Ameritech; and has products resold by a wide variety of firms in countries

all over the world.

5. TSI (PC)

45 Danbury Rd.

Wilton, CT 06897

TSI International develops and markets software for IBM mainframes

and PCs, with special focus on solutions for delivery of data to production

systems. TSI addresses the market needs of traditional data entry as well

as EDI. It is an IBM Business Partner.

It was not until after its data input software business had matured that

TSI entered the EDI market with a capital investment by an outside

venture group. Trading Partner, the mainframe translation software

product, was rolled out in 1990. TSI also acquired TransSettlement's

TransSlate EDI software for IBM customers and license, and the PC-

translator company Foretell Corporation. This beginning has given TSI's

EDI products a firm start.

TSI sells to Fortune 2000 hubs and trading partners. They take the "hub-

to-spoke" approach, with mainframe EDI software to the hub and PC EDI
to the spoke. It has been very successful with this approach, selling EDI
kits—^Preformatted PC software customized for large hub companies.

Seventy-five percent of revenues come from U.S. accounts and the

remainder from non-U.S. sales, especially in the U.K. Sixty percent of

TSI's revenues come from KEY/MASTER and 40% from EDI products.

Most mainframe EDI installations are in the U.S., while PC software has

been sold more widely in the U.K., Europe, Hong Kong, Singapore and

Australia.
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TSFs EDI product. Trading Partner, is a high-performance, mainframe-

based EDI translation and mapping product. It is also an exceptions

manager, applications gateway, data integrator, administrator, auditor

and scheduler. It supports North American (X12 & variations),

EDIFACT, and TDI (Tradacoms, Brokemet) standards. It runs on IBM
and IBM-compatible mainframes with MVS, MVS/XA, MVS/ESA or VSE
operating systems. Services offered include implementation assistance,

consulting, product training, bulletin board services, a 24-hour hotline,

standards updates, user conferences, a user newsletter, and complete

partner roll-out programs with Windows-based packages for smaller

partners.

Trading Partner Express operates in much the same way and offers

many of the same functions, but does so on a server platform. In addition

to the Trading Partner features. Trading Partner Express offers a

monitoring and control module.

Trading Partner PC is a high-performance translation product for

Windows. Graphical user interfaces, translation, communication and

integration of other applications (spreadsheets, word processing. E-mail,

and accounting software) make this an extremely user friendly EDI
system. The system is designed for easy roll-out of EDI for trading

partners. The Trading Partner PC kit includes a customized

implementation guide, data entry screens, turnaround documents,

reports, and communications software.

Mercator, TSI's mapping program designed to run on the PC, is sold

separately and provides the ability to transform data from one structure

to another without writing code. This mapping function is performed

with a high level of power and simplicity in a GUI environment. It is a

Windows-based product that runs on IBM PC compatibles and supports

X12, EDIFACT, TDI and industry-specific standards.

INPUT believes that TSI has entered the EDI market intelligently and

with skill. A product' is offered for any IBM and compatible platform,

responding to current customer needs for PC and client/server-based

systems accessible via graphical user interface. Presumably, network

connectivity is not an issue since communication products are offered.

This solution may not serve TSI well in the long run, though, because in

many cases its competitors have networks of their own. On the other

hand, this may be the perfect solution to the existence of multiple and

disparate global networks.
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6. American Business Computer (UNIX-based)
24 Frank Lloyd Wright Dr.

P.O. Box 305

Ann Arbor, MI 48106

Phu (313) 930-3201

American Business Computer (ABC) is a well-known UNIX-based EDI
software manufacturer. ABC's customer base has grown primarily out of

the commercial and government areas, but the software has rapidly

spread across all industry sectors. It has also significantly increased its

relationships via alliances and strategic partnering for marketing its

translation products.

ABC's basic product, EDI-Server, provides traditional VAN capabihties

such as store-and-forward transport, mail storage, high- and low-speed

access and transmission, reporting and auditing, all in a server

architecture. The redundancy of instalHng EDI translators on multiple

host-based applications is removed, thus reducing the resoin"ces required

to maintain the EDI program. The server approach reduces

programming and staffing requirements.

The EDI-Server Mailbox allows trading partners dial-in access,

administers use and security information, monitors communication

sessions, tracks data and provides audit information. It runs on IBM,

NCR, AT&T, HP, Sun and SCO platforms.

EDI-ExCel is designed for users with minimal technical expertise to get

the system up and running. Easy mapping facilities are included. The

software runs on 20 different platforms. It comes in preprogrammed

packages for specific vertical market environments for retail and auto

sectors. ABC implements Electronic Support Service for bulletin boards

with on-hne inquiry to the ABC Informant newsletter, on-hne trouble log

reporting, updated distribution for the latest software releases and EDI
implementation consulting.

ABC has developed products that operate on the widest range of

platforms possible. This is a strength when compared with those only

running on IBM platforms. In addition, ABC has done a good job of

partnering, which may be the factor that rounds out its EDI offering.

This is an appropriate approach to providing a full portfolio in today's

market, and customers may even see this as a strength.
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7. Premenos (Midrange)

1000 Burnett Ave.
2nd Fl.

Concord, CA 94520

ph: (510)602-2000

Premenos specializes in electronic commerce focusing on engineering

and technical expertise on EDI and E-mail for IBM midrange computers

and UNIX systems. It has positioned itself in an emerging marketplace.

By traditional EDI standards it is "narrowly" focused, but by providing

services to all industry sectors, it is broadly marketed.

Its midrange EDI products are called EDI/400, EDI/38, EDI/36, EDI/e and
QMAIL. EDI/e is Premenos' UNIX-based EDI product and QMAIL is

Premenos' E-mail product. Premenos provides products to more than

2,000 customers in all industries, including retail and wholesale

distribution. It is considered a premier EDI software vendor in the

midrange marketplace. It has brought strong research and development

capabihty to the development of QMAIL, EDI/e development language

and UNIX translator products.

The midrange sector should continue to expand. It is the ideal platform

for conducting "production-level" EDI. The midrange platform is the

natural migration destination for both the EDI user who started on the

PC and needs to add capacity, and the EDI user who started on the

mainframe but wants to downsize and run divisional EDI. Midrange

computers are heavily entrenched in the transportation, manufacturing

and distribution industries—which are the three mainstream EDI
marketplaces.

All of Premenos' products manage communication, translate, schedule,

and provide application interfaces. They can be configured to run

unattended in batch mode for night-time processing or to take advantage

of reduced network charges. They provide speed, flexibility and security

when handling large data volumes.

These products are compatible with IBM AS/400, System/38, System/36

and RS/6000. Products are compatible with most public networks,

including industry-specific networks. Services include consulting, E-mail,

hotline, interactive standard maintenance, management reports,

installation, standards updates, trading partners workshops, mapping,

unattended systems operations, user documentation, and user

conferences.

From the traditional EDI vendor perspective, Premenos may appear to be

narrowly focused. They have no network of their own, they have no
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obvious "hub-to-spoke" or "spoke-to-hub" implementation strategies. For

many, mapping is being integrated into software rather than as an extra

service. Premenos has left it in the service category.

Premenos has intelhgently selected the growing platform sector on the

largest installed base (IBM) and developed an EDI product that will serve

a definite set of customers. It has packaged its products to focus on this

rather sophisticated potential user with interesting print materials to go

along with it. It is positioned for a specific market and in the long run will

have to expand its services should this population turn to another

solution or should a formidable competitor appear. IBM already resells its

product, so IBM is not a threat.
,
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Conclusions

A
Business Environment

Although the U.S. manufacturing industry is recovering somewhat from

the recession, economic changes and pressures will not stop as the world

economy continues to change. Worldwide recession is still a reality and

recovery in this circumstance has lagged somewhat in other parts of the

world. Industry in all sectors is reaching worldwide. Network providers

of EDI services are all offering services in other countries or are not

competitive with top service providers. Because these services are

extending worldwide today, the impact of the recession will continue to

be felt even as we talk of recovery in the U.S.

B
Re-engineering

Businesses are continuing to change their infrastructure or re-engineer

their organizations in an attempt to achieve high levels of customer

service and product quality. To do this, companies must move decision

making to points of opportunities or problems. In other words, move

information to the point at which decisions are being made.

Such decision meiking requires accurate information readily available at

various locations—intercompany sites, vendor and customer sites. These

needs present opportunities for vendors of information services.
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C
"

Changes in Distribution

As manufacturers approach another level of evolution in their

environment, retailers and wholesalers evolve as well—going beyond

automation of manual functions and the use of computers in aggregating

data. Minicomputers and PCs have entered the environment, offering

training in automation to personnel and contributing to the building of

islands of automation and information.

New applications have expanded and functionahty has been refined to

more precisely meet the needs of users. Now the challenge is to use

current technology to incorporate the best part of this last transition.

Applications of current technologies will now allow the complete

integration of data, and the desire to achieve less complex hierarchical

management structures.

The next cycle is just around the comer. Open, integrated,

comprehensive manufacturing systems will occur Soon. They will use

object-oriented programming concepts, and are database-independent,

platform-independent and vendor-independent. Distribution firms will be

able to choose the best parts of various products and incorporate them

into use to support daily operations.

D
^

The Role of EDI

EDI and other electronic commerce functions will be applied to all of the

following and others: order entry/tracking, general ledger, accounts

payable and receivable, biUing and invoicing, electronic information

distribution, operating system upgrade conversion, pa3^oll, cargo and

package tracking, and others. These everyday functions are what make
businesses work.

Underlying all of these will be the architecture and the foundations built

on open systems and client/server models, but riding on top will be

software performing these everyday functions. This structure is

consistent with the open systems model as defined by the CCITT, and is

used to create information communication networks and the

superhighway, and all of the models used in structuring software residing

at various levels. The layered view of business process applications and

communication architectures is a useful tool for planning and

manufacturing for planning organizations, for planning information

systems for information, and for planning location and use of

applications.
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E
Implementation Complexities

When bujring these appHcations from providers, manufacturers should

look very carefully at the extent to which implementation is completed by

the provider and the extent to which education and services are offered

in providers' implementation. It is safe to assume that the largest

telecom carrier or the newest telecom carrier or service provider to the

market is the one who is going to best perform this function. In the case

of EDI and electronic commerce functions, there are vast complexities of

bringing up an entire trading community and fully integrating EDI
functions inside the organization once the information has been received.

These complexities have not been resolved or overcome by all vendors.

Because of some of these problems, it can be said that the electronic

commerce market is well established, but has not yet achieved full

service. Recent surveys identified almost 400 vendors in this

marketplace. That is not the sign of a mature marketplace. The future

of electronic commerce is very certain because of the forces that we have

been describing in this report.

F
^

Changes in EDI

The software market may reorganize itself around the open network

operating system and, if that is the case, some software providers may
disappear. Such a phenomenon may occur in tandem with increasing

client/server installations and it is possible that the widespread use of EDI

may finally occur after that point.

Many software providers have developed networks of their own and have

become full-service or solution providers (those providing not only

network services, but the software as well). Electronic commerce trading

may take a new form and, thus, market consolidation could finally take

place once some of these changes have occurred.

We may be on the verge of these changes in the EDI market

—

maturation and complete market consolidation, EDI penetration into the

distribution sector and its widespread adoption. Many times in the

history of EDI, rapid growth has been predicted. What has occurred is

rapid growth in the number of providers, but not necessarily in the

amount of implementation throughout industry sectors. Some of the real

problems associated with EDI implementation are addressed and, if the
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EDI providers in that business actually begin to accommodate their

customers to a greater extent in solving some of these problems, we will

see greater competition as more and more customers are able to adopt

these EDI appHcations or implementations.
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